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Abstract--Behavior f the stress singularities at the comers are determined by an associated eigen- 
equation. This paper gives an explicit closed form expression for the eigenequation i  the case of a 
tri-matefiai composite open wedge. A simple explicit closed form is given for an N-material composite 
open wedge with constant shear modulus. All formulations are uniform with respect o the boundary 
conditions which can be either free or clamped. A reliable program computes eigenvalues and associated 
eigenfunctions which may contain logarithmic terms. All expressions were derived using the computer with 
the aid of a symbolic manipulator. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The study of stress concentrations is of paramount interest in solid mechanics. In particular the 
behavior of stresses at a corner of a plate composed of several materials is of importance in several 
applications. Recently developed post-processors to finite element solutions is one such application. 
In a series of papers Babuska nd Miller [1-3] developed a new methodology for post-processing 
a finite element solution to obtain high accuracy approximations to quantities which may be of 
special interest, e.g. stress intensity factors, displacements and stresses in the neighborhood of a 
corner. In these methods, it is assumed that the general form of the behavior of the quantity of 
interest is known locally (see Babuska nd Miller [2]), formula 4, for example). Szabo and Babuska 
[4] apply the new methods to extract stress intensity factors, and to compute stress ingular terms 
for cracks and reentrant corners. These methods have been successfully implemented in the 
computer code PROBE [5] in a highly efficient and accurate manner. 
In order to apply these methods an asymptotic expansion is needed which describes the local 
behavior of displacements and stresses. The method essentially computes coefficients in this 
expansion from the finite element solution once other parameters (e.g. the exponent ~in an r ~ term) 
are known. These parameters (e.g. ~) are determined as the solutions of an eigenequation. Williams 
[6] and others have studied the solution of these eigenequations for a unimaterial wedge. 
For a composite wedge composed of N/> 2 materials both the formulation and the solution of 
the eigenequations are much more difficult. Furthermore, in order to use the new post-processors 
it is essential that those eigenvalues with the smallest real part be determined. Iterative solutions 
which generally converge only locally may omit important eigenvalues. The study of stresses in the 
neighborhood of a corner of composite wedges is becoming increasingly important in practice. 
Cotrell and Buturia [7], for example model structures containing wedges consisting of three 
different materials. This paper studies the formulation of the eigenequation a d reliable methods 
for its solution in the case of a composite wedge. Both the eigenvalues and associated eigenfunctions 
(which are also needed for the extraction technique used in the post-processor) are computed. 
In linear elasticity, these stresses at a corner of a plate or their derivatives are often unbounded. 
The precise nature of the stress ingularity has received much attention. Williams [6], using the Airy 
stress function and separation of variables, derived eigenequations for a uni-material wedge under 
free and clamped boundary conditions in extension. The solutions of the eigenequation (or 
eigenvalues), determine the behavior of stresses at the corner. Dempsey and Sinclair [8, 9] used the 
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same techniques to derive the formulation for an N-material composite wedge. They obtained 
different explicit closed form eigenequations for the bi-material case, each form corresponding to
a boundary condition. In addition Bogy [10, 11], Dundure [12], Zak and Williams [13] study the 
bi-material wedge and degenerate tri-material wedges. A very good introduction is given by 
Dempsey and Sinclair [8]. In this paper we give an explicit closed form expression for the 
eigenequation for a tri-material composite open wedge in extension. This expression, which has not 
been given before, is uniform with respect o the boundary conditions which can be either free or 
clamped. It is very easy to see that a uniform eigenequation for a uni- or hi-material wedge is a 
special case of these uniform eigenequations. A simple, explicit closed form for the eigenequation 
of an N-material composite open wedge with constant shear modulus and free or clamped 
boundary conditions is derived in this paper. 
Associated with the eigenvalue which has minimum fractional positive real part is an unbounded 
eigenfunction which dominates the behavior of stress concentrations. Williams [6], Meljer and 
Remacher [14] give plots of this eigenvalue as a function of some parameters, e.g. the wedge angle, 
and the boundary conditions. Actually, this eigenvalue depends trongly on the angles of the 
different materials in the wedge, the material properties, and the boundary conditions. So plots are 
usually insufficient o represent all cases even in the uni-material problem. For the bi-material 
problem this situation is still worse and for the tri-material case it is difficult even to properly 
represent the variation with respect o angles. To date, no numerical investigations have been 
reported for problems involving more than two materials. 
As discussed earlier the postprocessing techniques Babuska and Miller [1-3] rely heavily on 
knowledge of the nature of the stress singularities. Several eigenvalues with smallest fractional 
positive real part and their associated eigenfunctions are needed. In this paper, we describe a 
computer program E_VALUES which automatically computes all eigenvalues which have real 
parts between the given numbers x00 and x0, 0 < x00 < x0. This assures that the required eigenvalues 
(with smallest real parts) are determined. Input parameters are the angles, material properties and 
boundary conditions, etc. This program can treat an open wedge problem with up to three materials 
and a closed wedge problem with up to two materials. The root solver in the program can be used 
to solve any eigenequation i explicit form. Another program E_FUNCTS is provided which 
computes associated eigenfunctions. The eigenfunctions give the characterization f stresses and 
displacements at the corner. The input parameters are the same as in E_VALUES plus the 
associated eigenvalue and its order. E_FUNCTS automatically checks for and returns eigen- 
functions with logarithmic singularities if they exist. 
All the results in this paper are obtained using computer techniques and numerical methods 
developed recently by Ying and Katz [15, 16]. Actually, we follow the idea used by Williams [6] 
and Dempsey and Sinclair [8] to obtain the N-material explicit closed eigenequation from a 4N- 
dimensional determinant. The size of the expansion of this determinant grows at a rate faster than 
0(ekN). The uniform expansion for a uni-material isonly two lines long and can easily be formulated 
manually; for a bi-material the expression takes about one page, and can still be worked by hand; 
for a tri-material it is 15 printed pages and is almost impossible to work out by hand; for four 
materials the size of the expansion is so big that it exhausts all heaps of the REDUCE program 
in the VAX-11/750 computer after running for about 2h. We use the symbolic manipulator 
program REDUCE first to expand the determinant and then to reduce the expansions into a 
compact uniform form, through man-computer interaction. 
Williams [6], Meljer and Ramacher [14] plots are given for the eigenvalue with minimum positive 
real part but no mathematical proof is presented. Actually, most eigenequations considered are very 
complicated. It is hard to give an initial point for the iteration or an estimate for the error at the 
end of the iteration. Once a solution of the eigenequation is obtained it is still almost impossible 
to prove that it has minimum positive real part because the equation is very complicated. We have 
developed a simple reliable solver in Ying and Katz [16], (based on an exclusion method) which 
successfully overcomes these difficulties. We also use an adaptive technique which makes the 
program E_FUNCTS robust with respect o errors in the eigenvalues. 
Section 2 gives the formulation of a 4N-dimensional determinant for an N-material open wedge, 
and reduces it to a 2-dimensional determinant. Section 3 gives the explicit closed form uniform 
eigenequations for N = 3 (and for arbitrary N if the shear modulus is constant). Section 4 discusses 
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the possibility of a logarithmic singularity and describes the computation of the eigenfunctions 
associated with an eigenvalue determined by E_VALUES. Section 5 explains how we solve for the 
eigenvalues and eigenfunctions numerically and gives a numerical example. The program 
E_VALUES which finds the eigenvalues, and the program E_FUNCTS which computes the 
eigenfunction associated with a given eigenvalue are described in detail in Ying [17]. 
2. FORMULATION OF THE EIGENEQUATION 
Consider plane stress in thin homogeneous isotropic plates in extension. Using polar coordinates, 
displacements in the radial and circumferential directions, U, and Uo, respectively, can be written 
in terms of the biharmonic stress function Z and the harmonic function ~b, as in Williams [6] in 
the form 
2ltU r = O Z O~k 
- -  O-r .4-(1 --p)r~-o, (1) 
2#Uo = 1 aZ + (1 - p) r20y  
- -  r 0---0 vr  ' (2) 
where 
is the shear modulus and 
E 
# = 2(1 + v) 
v 
P = l+v '  
for plane stress problem, v denoting Poisson's ratio, and E denoting Young's modulus. Also, the 
stresses may be expressed as 
1 02Z_4 10X 
ar='72-~ r Or'  (3) 
02 Z 
ao = Or 2 (4) 
and 
is related to ~k by 
1 O2Z 10Z 
- -  .4 (5) 
~,o = r OrO0 r 2 00 '  
0 r -~ (6) V~x = ~r 
Again following Williams [6], we consider a separation of variable solution at a vertex for the 
biharmonic stress function Z and associated harmonic function ~b in equation (6) in the form 
Z = r~+ ~F(O) (7) 
and 
where 
and 
~b = r ~- IG(O), (8) 
F(O) = bl sin(2 + 1)0 + b2 cos(2 + 1)0 + b3 sin(2 - 1)0 + b 4 cos(~. - 1)0 (9) 
4 4 
G(O) = - 2 - "~ b3 cos(~. - 1)0 + ~-~ b4 sin(2 - 1)0. (10) 
Note that equations (7) and (8) do not include a logarithmic term. The possibility of logarithmic 
dependence is discussed in Section 4. 
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Assume 
O" ~" ['Jr0, 0"0, O'r] T, U ~k [Uo, Ur]T, b & [bl, b2, b3, b+] x. 
Substitute quations (7)-(10) into equations (1)-(5) to yield 
and 
where 
W& 
- -4 (4  + l)cos(4 + 1)0, 
4(4 + 1)sin(4 + 1)0, 
--2(2 + 1)sin(2 + 1)0, 
and 
e =r~- IWb (11) 
1 
U = x -  r~Vb (12) 
z# 
4(4 + 1)sin(4 + 1)0, -4 (4  - 1)cos(A - 1)0, 4(A - l)sin(4 - 1)0 ] 
4(4 + 1)cos(4 + 1)0, 4(4 + l)sin(4 - 1)O, 4(4 + l)cos(4 1)0 / 
-4 (4  + 1)cos(4 + 1)0, 4 (3 -4)s in (4 -  1)0, 2(3-4)cos(4 l)OJ 
V_AF-(4+l)cos(4+l)0,  (4 + l ) sin (4 + l )0, [-(4-1)-4( l -p)]cos(4-1)0, V(l,4)l 
1 --(4 + 1)sin(4 + 1)0, --(4 + 1)cos(4 + 1)0, [--(4 + 1)+4(1 --p)]sin(4 -- 1)0, V(2, 4) J '  
V(1, 4) = [(2 - l) + 4(1 - p)]sin(2 - l)O 
and 
(13) 
(14) 
V(2, 4) = [ - (2 + I) + 4(I - p)]cos(2 - I)0. 
Consider the N-material composite open wedge shown in Fig. I. Denote the stresses and 
displacements in the ith sector as 
- -  U T A r,i] s O'i ~" ['t'rO, i, UO, i) r,i] , U i - -  [Go, i, V r 
respectively, b~ ~ [bt.~, b2.~, b3j, b4,i] T and denote the material properties E, v, # and p in the ith sector 
as E~, v. #~ and Pv 
We have (1 ~< i ~< N) 
and 
ei = r~- t Wbi (15) 
r 2 
U, = ~ V~,, 
where W is the same as in expression (13) and 
~F- (4  + 1)cos(4 + 1)0, 
E -L / - (4  + l)sin(4 + 1)0, 
(16) 
(4 + l)sin(4 + I)0, [-(4 - l)-4(l -p,)]cos(4 - I)0, V~(I, 4)7 (17) 
--(4 + l)cos(2 + l)0, [--(4 + I)+4(I --p3]sin(Z -- I)0, V~(2, 4)J' 
E d 0 e - ~  
Erie- 0 
Fig. 1. N-material open wedge. 
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V~(I, 4) ffi [(2 -- 1) + 4(1 -- p~)]sin(2 -- 1)0 
and 
V~(2, 4) = [ -- (2 + 1) + 4(1 -- p,)]cos(2 -- 1)0. 
The interface conditions (1 ~< i ~< N - 1) (continuity of  displacements, and shear and circum- 
ferential stresses) are 
~,0,,(03 =~,0,,+, (03, (i 8) 
ao.i(Oi) = a0.~+ 1(0i), (19) 
ue,,(O,) = to, ,+ 1(03, (20) 
and 
u,.,(o,) = u,.,+ ,(0,). (21) 
The boundary condition for edge-0 free is 
z,o, l(0) = 0, ao, l(0) = 0 (22) 
and for edge-0 clamped is 
Uo,,(O) = 0, U,:(0) = 0. (23) 
Similarly, the boundary condition for edge-N free is 
z,0.~(0N) = 0, as.N(0N) = 0 (24) 
and for edge-N clamped is 
Uo.~ON) = O, U,.,v(ON) = 0. (25) 
F rom the interface and boundary condition, and the stress and displacement representations in 
expressions (15) and (16) we obtain the linear equations 
S(2)C(2) = 0, (26) 
where C(2) zx T T - -  [b~, b2 , . . . ,  bT] T and S(2) is the matrix 
s (2)  ~ - 
T,(Oj) ~ - 
s~(o)  
Tl(O) 
0 
- 1"2(o0 
T2(09 - T3(09 
TN_ I(ON- 2) 
- -4(2 + 1)cos(2 + 1)Oj, 2(2 + 1)sin(2 + 1)0j, 
2(2 + 1)sin(2 + 1)0j, 2(2 + l)cos(2 + 1)0j, 
- -1  (2 + 1)cos(2 + 1)0j, 1 (2 + 1)sin(2 + 1)0j, 
• / J i  
_1  (4 + 1)sin(2 + 1)Oj, _1  (2 + 1)cos(2 + 1)Oj, 
• /Z i
- T,,(ON_ l) 
B~,(ON) 
-2 (2  - 1)cos(2 - 1)0j, 2(2 - 1)sin(2 - 1)0j 
4(2 + 1)sin(2 - 1)02, 4(2 + l )cos(2 - 1)0j 
[ - (4  - 1) -4(1 -p~)]cos(2 - 1)0:, T(3,4) 
~[- (2  - l)Oj, T(4, 4) + 1)+4(1 - -  p~)] s in (2 
and 
1 
r(3,  4) = 2_ [(2 - 1) + 4(1 - p,)]sin(2 - 1)0j, 
#i 
T(4, 4) -- 1 [  _ (2 + 1) + 4(1 - p,)]cos(2 - 1)0/. 
/Ji 
i=1 ,2 ,3 ,4  . . . . .  N; 
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o, -2(2-1), o -I 
2(2 + 1), 0, 2(2 + 1)J ' 
I --2(2 + 1)COS(2 + 1)0N, 2(2 + 1)sin(2 + 1)ON, --2(2 -- l)cos(2 - 1)0,,, 2(2 - 1)sin(2 - I)0N] 2(2 + 1)sin(2 + 1)0N, 2(2 + I)COS(2 + 1)ON, 2(2 + l)sin(2 -- 1)0N, 2(2 + I)COS(2 -- I)0N]' 
for a clamped boundary condition, 
B,(0) ~ r - (2  + 1), o, - (2  - 1)_4(1 -PN), 0 ] 
L o, - (2  + 1), o, - (2  + 1)+4(1 --PN) ' 
B~ON) a_ 
I --(A + 1)COS(2 + 1)0N, (2 + 1)sin(2 + 1)0N, [--(2 -- 1)--4(1 -- pN)]COS(2 -- 1)0mB(1,4)q --(2 + 1)sin(2 + 1)0m --(2 + 1)cos(2 + 1)ON, [--(2 + 1)+ 4(1 --pN)]sin(2 -- I)ON, B(2, 4 ) J '  
B(1,4) = [(2 - 1) + 4(1 - pN)]sin(2 -- 1)ON, B(2, 4) = [ -- (2 + 1) + 4(1 -- pN)]COS(2 -- I)ON. 
Since the displacements are bounded and we only consider nonzero stresses, we assume Re 2 > 0, 
2#0.  
Row operations on S(2) will not change the solution of expression (26). Divide the first row of 
T,(O/) by -2 ,  the second row by 2(2 + l) and the third and the fourth rows by - l ,  then define 
L(o j )  = - 
- (2 + 1)cos(2 + 1)0j, - (2  + 1)sin(2 + 1)0i, 
sin (2 + 1)0j, cos (2 + 1)0j, 
2+1 2+1 
- -  cos(2 + 1)0j, - ~  sin (2 + 1)0j, 
2+1 2+1 
sin(2 + 1)0j, ~ cos(2 + 1)0/, 
#i #i 
(2 -- 1)cos(2 -- 1)Oj, --(2 -- 1) sin(2 -- 1)Oj 
sin(2 -- 1)0j, cos(2 -- 1)Oj 
[(2 -- -- p,)] cos (2 -- 7~(3,4) 1)+4(1 1)O j, 
1 [(2 + 1)-4(1 - p~)]sin (2 - 1)0/, 7~(4, 4) 
/ti 
and 
1 
~(3,  4) = --" [ --  (2 - 1) --  4(1 - p , ) ] s in (2  - 1)Oj 
/~i 
/ 
~(4,  4 )= "--[(2 + 1) -  4(1 - -p , ) ]cos (2  --  1)Oj. 
#i 
Divide the first row of Bt(0) in the free boundary condition -2 ,  the second row by 2(2 + 1). Divide 
the first row of Bt(0 ) in the clamped boundary condition by - 1 and the second row by -(A + 1). 
Then define 
2+1,  O, 2 -1+So,  So 1 
~,(o) ~ o, 1, o, 1 -2+ 1.j 
where So = 0 if edge-O is free and So = 4/1 + v~ of edge-O is clamped. 
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The same operations on BN(ON) yield 
Bu(Ou) A_ 
(2 + 1)cos (2 + 1)Ou, --(2 + 1)sin (2 + DOs, (2 -- 1 + Su)cos (2 - 1)0u, --(2 - 1 + Su)sin (2 - 1)0u ] 
sin(2 + 1)0N, COS(2 + I)0N, (1 -  2 -~ l )s in (2 -  1)0 N , (1 -- 2-~1)cos(2 -- 1)0N ] ' 
where Su = 0 if edge-N is free and Su = 4/1 + vu if edge-N is clamped. 
Now, we obtain a linear equation equivalent to expression (26) which is uniform for different 
boundary conditions 
S(2)C(2) = 0, (27) 
where 
Bl(O) 
L(o,) - ~(o , )  
~(o~) - ~3(o2) 
fS,_ ,(ON_ ,) - ~N_,(0,,_,) 
~,~(0,,) 
The nonvanishing stresses correspond to 
singularities are determined by the roots of eigenequation 
det ~(2) = 0. 
Moving the last row block of det ~(2) to the top yields 
0 
B, (o) 
:rl(0,) - f~(o , )  
~(o9 
nontrivial solutions of expression (27) so the stress 
o B , , (o , , )  
0 
- ~3(o9  
~,,_ ,(0,,_ ,) 
(28) 
- L , (o , , _  ,) 
Since the submatrices ~+ ~(0i) along the diagonal are nonsingular 
64 
det L+t(03= -E2.--~0. + 1), i=  1,2 . . . . .  N -  1. 
Using block column operations to remove the blocks to the left of the diagonal blocks. We obtain 
where 
B • • . . .  • B , , (0 , , )  
B,(O) 0 0 . . .  0 0 
- ~2(o , )  
0 - ~,~(0,~_, )  
~ BN(ON)~N I(ON-I)~N - I(ON - I ) ' ' "  ~'2- l (o I )~l(Ol)"  
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Note that B, /~l(0) and BN(ON) are 4 x 2 matrices and ~(0j) is 4 x 4 matrix. Define the 4 x 2 
matrices 
jz~ 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 , 
0 
0 
Bo - 
1 
-7-'-7-7., (2 - 1 + So) 
Jt -¢- i 
0 
So -1+2- ~ 
0 
1 
then 
det 
Define 
Since 
it follows that 
Thus 
det [J, Bo] = 1, 
V ~J BBo]. =det([~B(o)][J'Bol)=det La(O)d O j 
s* a BBo = 9~(o~)7~;'(o~_ )~_ ,(o~_ i) . . .  ¢ ;  1(o1)~,(o,)~o. (29) 
det [/~1(0)"J] = 2 + 1, 
 ett, 0, 
N- I  
det ~(2) = (2 + 1) det S*. I-I det Ti+ 1(0,) 
i=1 
N 
= det Sn*.(2 + 1)u.(-64)u- '  I I E72. 
i~2 
Since 2 has physical meaning only if Re 2 I> 0 and 2 # 0, it follows that the eigenequation is 
det S* = 0. 
Define 
Du(2) = ~(2 + 1)(EI/E~) det S*. (30) 
Expression (30) is the uniform formulation of the eigenequation for the N-material open wedge. 
Note that S* is a 2 x 2 matrix. Thus we have reduced a 4N-dimensional determinant to a 
2-dimensional determinant. 
3. EXPLICIT CLOSED FORM OF THE EIGENEQUATION 
Although we have already reduced the form of the eigenequation from a 4N-dimensional 
determinant to a 2-dimensional determinant it is still difficult to solve it using currently available 
solvers. We need an explicit closed form for the eigenequation. It is possible to use symbolic matrix 
multiplication i  expression (29) and to expand the 2-dimensional determinant of expression (30) 
to yield an explicit closed form which a solver can accept. However, the size of the resulting 
expression increases o fast that even for bi-materials it is about one page. For tri-materials the 
expansion of the determinant is 15 pages and for four-materials it exhausts the capabilities of a 
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mini-computer.  So a compact  form is very useful both for computat ion and analysis, if we can find 
one. The computer  is an effective and reliable tool for studying a very complicated expression. A 
symbolic program can be utilized for formula and operations and yields simplifications. But a 
general program cannot all by itself lead to a suitable compact  form. Instead we use an interactive 
procedure between man and computer.  This enables man to contribute his ingenuity and his 
knowledge of  the problem. The basic procedure is first to multiply out the matrices and to expand 
the determinant by computer.  Then based on a simple case a conjecture is made for a more general 
case which is compatible with the known simple case. This conjecture is tested in more complicated 
cases using the computer.  I f  the more complicated cases do not conform to the conjecture, the 
conjecture is modified. The computer  is used to test more and more complicated cases and the 
conjecture is modified until it satisfies all o f  the expressions determined by the computer.  
The uniform eigenequation for a uni-material open wedge is 
D1(2) = ½[a,.0 + b, ,d ,  (31) 
where 
a,,o = 2[(1 -- So)(1 - S,)cos 2201 - 1], 
bl.o = 22211 - cos 201] + So(2 - So) + $1(2 - Sl). So:{:'f d  li fr  
So = if edge-O is clamped, ~ if edge-1 is clamped. 
It is easy to verify that the uniform formulat ion in expression (31) includes the three equations 
in Ref. [6] for a single material. 
The uniform eigenequation for a bi-material composite open wedge is 
D,(),) = l[a, .  0 -]- bzo + C2,1al. 0 -}- C , . ib l ,  0 -I- a , . iC l .  0 -1- b, ,1Ci .  0 
aa ab - -  a2 ,1Cl , la l ,0  - a , , iC l , lb l ,0  - b , , iC~la l ,0  _ b2,1CLib l ,0]  
where 
al,0 = 2[(1 - S0)cos 2201 - 11 
a2.1 = 2[(1 - S2)cos 2),(0, - 01) - 11, 
a2.o = 2[(1 -- So)(1 - S2)cos 2),0, - 1], 
bl.o = 2),211 - cos 201] + So(2 - So), 
b,.l = 2),'[1 - cos 2(0, - 0,)] + S,(2 - $2) 
b,,o = 22'[1 - cos 2021 + So(2 - So) + S,(2 - $2), 
if edge-0 is free, [ "  
if edge-0 is clamped, $2 = I1 + v2 
Cl~l = ~1(al + El - -  1)/El, 
C1~,1 = ~1(~1 + E~)/EI, 
C~,~1 = ~1(~1 - -  I ) /E, ,  
C?.~1 = ~,~/E1, 
C2.1= Ei-I -- 1, 
CI.0 = El -- 1, 
El = E JE I ,  
6, = E2~ -1 - /a  i-1)/8. 
if edge-2 is free, 
if edge-2 is clamped. 
and 
(32) 
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The uni form formulat ion in expression (32) includes the different eigenequations for free and 
c lamped boundary condit ions o f  an open wedge in Dempsey and Sinclair [9]. 
The uni form eigenequation for a tri-material composi te  open wedge is 
D3().) = ~[C3,1al.o + C3,2aLiCl.o + a3.2C2.0 + C3.2a2.0 + a3.lCl.o + a3.0 + C3.,bl.o + C3.2b2.1C1.0 
+b3,2C2,0 + C3,2b2,0 + b3,1Ct,o + b3.0 - C3.2a2.,C~a,a,,o - C3,2a2.tC~btb,.o - - C3,2b2,tC~tat.o 
bb _ aa __ ab 
- -  C3.2b2,tCt, lbl .  0 a3aC2.2a2,,C,.o a3.2C-:.2b2,1C,,o - b3,2Cb2a2a2.1C,.o --  b3.2C~.2b2,1Ci. 0 
- a3,2C~.,a,,o - a3.2C~,b, .o - ba.2C~,al .o --  b3.,C~b.tbLo - a3,2C~aa2.0 - a3..,C~2b:,,o 
_ ba,2Cb~,2a2,0 _ bt:, __  aa  ab ba b3,2C2,2b2,0 a3.1Ct. ,al .0 - aa. ,C , , ib , .o  - bx ,Ct . ta , ,o  - b3.1C~b.tbl,o 
aa aa a3,2C2,2a2,1Cl,tbl,o + a3,2C2,2b2,1Cl,lal,o + b3,2C2,2a2,1Cl,lal,o + a3,2C2,2a2.1Cl, laL ° + aa ab ab ba ba aa 
ab bb ba ab bb ba bb bb 
+ a3,2C2,2b2.1Cl.lbl. 0 + b3,2C2.2a2.1Cl,lbl. 0 + b3.2C2.2b2.1Cl.lal, 0 + b3.2C2.2b2.1Cl.lbl,o] (33) 
aLo = 2[(1 - So)cOs 2).01 -- 11, 
a2, I = 
a3, 2 = 
a2, 0 = 
a3, ' = 
03, 0 = 
b l ,  o = 
32, I = 
33, 2 = 
bzo  = 
33, I --- 
33, o = 
2[cos 22(02 - 01) - 11 ,  
2[(1 - S3)cos 2).(03 - 02) - 1 ] ,  
2[(1 - So)cos  2).02 - 1], 
2[(1 - S3)cos 2).(03 - 0,) - 1], 
2[(1 -- So)(1 - S3)cos 2).03 -- 11, 
2).211 - cos 20,1 + So(2 - So), 
22211 
22211 
22211 
22211 
22211 
--  COS 2(02 --  01) ], 
- -  COS 2(03 --  02) ] + $3(2 - -  $3), 
- -  COS 202] + So(2 - So), 
- -  COS 2(0 3 - -  0,)] 4- $3(2 - -  $3), 
- cos 203] + So(2 - So) + S3(2 - S3), 
0 if edge-O is free, 
4 
if edge-O is clamped, 
Ci ,o  = E1 - -  l ,  
C3,1 = E f l (E i  - '  - -  1), 
C2,o = E,(~2 - 1), 
C3,  2 = E2  1 - -  1 ,  
C~,  = 3 , (6 ,  + e, - -  1)/E,, 
C~,a2 = 62(62 "4" E 2 -- 1)/E 2, 
C3~, = 6,(6, - 1)/El, 
C2,2ab ---- 62(62 --  I)/E2, 
c~,, ~, = 6#1 + E,)/E,, 
Clbb I = {~?//EI, 
bb 2 C2,2 = 6 2/E2, 
fZ 
if edge-3 is free, 
$3 = if edge-3 is clamped. 
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c aa 2,1 ~ 
cL  ~, = 
c~, ~, = 
c~!, = 
E IB~ 
6, = 
E 2 = 
~2 = 
C~2(E i-' -- 1) + 2t~lt~2/E , + (E 2 -- I)C~,, 
ab 1 I C2.2(E 1) + 2616{q + (E2 DC bb 
- -  - -  ] I ,D  
bb 1 l C2,:(E 1) + 261t~2fi:t + (E2 -- DC ba - -  ! I , I ,  
bb 1) + 26162/E, + (E2 l~C bb C:.2(Ei- ' -  - , ,,,, 
E2/E,, 
E2(~ ~-' - # i- ~)/8, 
E3/E2, 
E3(U ; '  - ~ ;')/8. 
It is easy to verify that the uni- and bi-material eigenequations are special cases of  the tri-material 
uniform eigenequation (33). 
A conjecture for a concise explicit closed expression for the general eigenequation for an 
N-material composite open wedge is given in Ying [17]. This conjecture includes the uni-, bi- and 
tri-material cases described above and it also includes the case of  N-materials with constant shear 
modulus which is presented later. 
If  the shear modulus #i in all sectors is constant, we can obtain a simple expression for the general 
case of  N-materials. We now derive this expression. 
Consider the expressions ~(2) and T,.(0j) in Section 2. Since /z~ is constant, we can use row 
operations to transform 
where 
f,(o,)~ 
(), -t- 1)COS(), + 1)0/, 
sin (), + 1)0j, 
0, 
0, 
~(0/) into 7~,(Oj) in ~(),), 
- ( ) ,  + 1)sin()` + 1)0j, 
cos(), + 1)0/, 
0, 
O, 
( ) ,  - -  1 )cos ( ) ,  - -  1 )O j ,  
sin (2 - 1 )O j ,  
(1 -- p~)cos()` -- l)Oj, 
(1 -- p J  sin()` -- 1)0/, 
--()` -- 1)sin()` - 1)0j 
cos (), - 1)0j 
-- (1 --p,)sin()` -- 1)0/ 
--(1 -- pi)cos ()` -- 1)0j 
• (34)  
Then from expression (29) we obtain 
SN = BN(ON)I";I(ON - I)TN-l(Ou-l)-'' f ~ l (O l ) f  l(Ol)Bo, (35) 
for the case of  constant shear modulus. 
Define 
_& F(2 + 1)cos(2 + 1)0,, - (2  + 1)sin(2 + 1)0/1 
H, 
L sin(2 + 1)0i, cos(2 + 1)0,_] '
G~-  [(2 - 1)cos((2 - 1)0~, - (2  - l )sin(2 - 1)0,1 
sin (2 - 1)0i, cos (2 1)0i_J '
Pi --& Fc°s(2 - 1)0,, - sin(2 - 1)0i 1 
L sin(), 1)0;, cos(), - 1)0, J '  i = 1, 2 . . . . .  N - 1, 
then 
f"  l, 
f,<oj) = L o, 0 - p,)~J_l i=1 ,2  . . . . .  N. 
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We have 
t-+',(o,) = [nr ' ,  -0 - p ,+, ) - ' /~ , - '6 ,e , - ' l  
L o, O-p,+,)-'P;' J' 
$0 
II2, Pi--Pi+I H - 'G  ] 
: p,-T; ' - '  , 
f;,,(o,)~',<o,) = L o, ~ ]i2 
(36) 
where 12 is 2 × 2 identity matrix. 
It is easy to prove by induction that 
~'~II(oN_I)~'N_I(ON_I)... ~"{ ' (O , ) t (O i )  = 
PN- I - -PNH_!  p. 1 II2 P'--P2H?' G, 
~ i :~  ~ ~'[  l p2 | | 
O, lg-PN-'I2 / L O, 1--P'I2 
1 - -  PN J 1 - -  P2 
I2, 
O, 
O, 
s Pt- I-Pi  i{-ll 1 -pj_,  
HiJ,G,_, 
i=2 1 - -p i  1=211 1- -py  
N 1 - pj-i 
I-I /2 
j=2 l--pj 
-.,) m_',G,_ ([ ~ l 
i=2 ' \1 - Pi-i 1 -~  
1 -P l  6 
1 --PN 
] 
(37) 
Expression (37) is correct as it stands when N I> 2. When N = 1, the expression should be the 4 x 4 
identity matrix as the middle factor in expression (35). We define P0 ~ P, in expression (37) to also 
satisfy the case N = 1. 
We now rewrite 
[ -- Hg I Go + SoRo] 
where I I ' ] R~ & cos (2 - 1) ON, -- sin (2 -- 1) O N , e~o ~" -- ~ "~---''~ 0 
1 sin(2_l)ON ' l ~ 0 1 ' - ~ +----i i i cos(:. - 1)o~ ~ +--q- 
o]. oo;[,o, o]. 
~N ffi BN(O,,)~'~'(ON_ , )~_  ,(0,~_ 0 . . . f ~'(O,)~',(O,)Bo 
-- Pl H~lGo + So 1 - + HNl(GN + SNRN) 1 -- PN 
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Edge-N 
Ed&-O 
Fig. 2 
*(H(H;‘G,- H;/,G,_,) 
1 --pi 
+ S,H;‘R,s 
= (1 - ~,Wiv ((,&$.( H;‘G, - H,:_‘,G,_, 
We have the following theorem. 
Theorem 
For an N-material composite plate with shear modulus ~1 constant in all sectors, the eigen- 
equation is D(A) = 0, 
D(A) = f ,t ,i [A2(Vi., - vi)(vi+ * - Vj)COS2(8j - ei) - (vi,, - v;)(vj+, - Vj)COS21(8j - &)I, (39) 
J-01-O 
where 0, = 0 and 8,, 02, . . . , ON are the angles between edge-0 and each interface up to edge-N, as 
shown in Fig. 2. 
‘- vk- vk k=l,2,..., N is Poisson’s ratio for each material, v. = v,,,+ , = - 1. 
v;, = 
- 1 if edge-0 is free, 
3 if edge-0 is clamped; 
vi+, = 
I 
- 1 if edge-N is free, 
3 if edge-N is clamped. 
Proof (I). First, we evaluate some terms, 
(A f l)H;‘Gi = 
COS(l + l)Bi, (A + l)sin(L + 1)0i 
-sin(A + qe,, 1 (A + l)cos(l + 1)0i 
X [ (A - l)COS(l - l)ei, -(A - l)sin(l - l)Bi sin(A - l)ei, COS(l - l)fIi 1 
= [ 1 cos 2ei - cos2Aei, I sin 28, + sin 2Mi - 1 sin 28, + sin 2rle,, 1 A cos 28, + cos 2Mi 
= [ A cos 2e,, 1 sin 28, - cos 2r2ei, in2128, -1 sin 2e,, 1 cos 28, I[ + 1 sin 2Mi, cos 218, ’
(’ + l)HN’RN = COS(A + w,, (A + l)sin(A + l)eN - sin(l + l)e,, (1 + l)cos(A + i)e N 1 
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cos(2 -- DON, 
1 1 
- ~ sin(2 - 1)0u, 
2+1 2+1 
- sin(2- 1)0N] 
- - - -  COS(2 -- 1)0u J 
= - F -  cos 220N sin 220u-] 
k sin 220u cos220u] '  
[-" 
(2 + 1)~ = 0, ' 
Define 
F 2cos20 ,  2sin20i- ] 
Ai 
k -2  sin 20~, 2 cos 20 d ' 
C~ -~ F -  cos 220i, 
k sin 220i, 
then 
and 
Here we define 00 = 0. 
Proof (2). Define 
(2 + 1)HTIGi= Ai-.~-C i 
(2 + 1)H~tRN = - CN 
(2 + 1)R0 = Co. 
1 2+1 L~N. 
D(2) = ~ (1 - p,)~ det 
Then the eigenequation is D(2)= 0. Since 
RN ~ - -  
we have 
V i 
1 +V i ' 
1 
~ =  1 +vi, i=1 ,2  . . . . .  N. 
1 - Pi 
Substitute xpressions (40)-(42) into expression (38) to yield 
sin 220i] 
cos 22/a' 
We have 
(40) 
(41) 
(42) 
Define 
Then 
= ~ 0 
SN 
4 
I "gff~ N 
,{-, 
3 
if edge-N is free, So = ~" 0 
t 4 if edge-N is clamped, 1 + v~ 
if edge-0 is free, 
if edge-0 is clamped. 
V0~ }'N+I ~--- --1; 
if edge-0 is free, 
if edge-0 is clamped, 
v~=v~, i=1,2 ..... N. 
, {-13 i fedge-Nisfree.  
v N + ~ = if edge-N is clamped. 
N 
,~N= I --p, HN ~ [(V,+, --v,)A~+(v~+, -v;)C~]. 
2+1 ~=o 
(43) 
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Proof (3 ) .  Now, we evaluate D(2). Since det H~ = (2 + 1) and SN is 2 x 2 matrix, it follows that 
1 2+1 detSs  
D(2) = 2 (1 - pj)2 
= (v ,+,  - -  v , ) (v j+]  - -  v j ) [A , ( l ,  I)Aj(2, 2) - A,(I, 2)A j(2, 1)] 
j -  i -  
+ (v ;+~ - v ; ) (v ;+~ - v;)[C,(], I)Cj(2, 2) - 6",(1, 2)Cj(2, 1)] 
+ (v ,+,  - v , ) (v ;+,  - vk)[A,(1, 1)Cj(2, 2) + A,(2, 2)Cj(], 1)] 
- (v~+,  - v~) (v ;+,  - vj)[A~(l, 2)Cj(2, l) + A,(2, 1)Cj(I, 2)] t . 
The definitions of Ai and C;, yield 
A,(1, I)Aj(2,2) - A,(1, 2)A j(2, 1) = 2 cos 20~-2 cos 20j+ 2 sin 20~.2 sin 20~ 
= 22 cos 2(0j - 03, 
(7,(1, 1)Cj(2, 2) -- 6",(1, 2)Cj(2, 1) = - cos 220~.cos 220j - sin 220i.sin 20j 
= - cos 22(0j - Oi), 
A,(1, 1)Cj(2, 2) + A,(2, 2)Cj(1, 1) = 2 cos 20~.cos 220j  - 2 cos 20~.cos220j 
=0 
and 
Thus, 
A~I, 2)Cj(2, 1) + A,(2, I)Cj(1, 2) = 2 sin 20i" sin 220j - 2 sin 20~. sin 220j 
- -0 .  
1 N N 
= ~0 ~0 [22(~i+ I - -  y i ) (v j  +l  - -  Vj)COS 2(Oj - -  Oi) - -  (V;+ I - -  V ; ) (V ;  +1 - -  ~;)COS 22(0 j  - -  Oi) ]. 
D(2) ~j. J- 
Q.E.D. 
Note that all the expressions in this paper are for the plane stress problem. For the plane strain 
problem we compute E and v from the given plane strain parameters E*, v*: E = E* /1  - v*:  and 
v = v* / l  - v*  and then use these new expressions for E and v. 
4. THE LOGARITHMIC  S INGULARITY  
AND COMPUTATION OF E IGENFUNCTIONS 
In Section 2, we used a separated variables olution of the form x = r ~ + 'F(O) for the biharmonic 
stress function Z. Since 
A2 8 8 ~z =~ ~z =o, 
it follows that if Z is a solution then 
8__ZZ 
= r x + l(ln r )F(0,  2)  + r ~ + 1 8 F(O, 2) ,  
82 CA 
(44) 
is a lso a so lut ion.  
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From expression (6) it follows that the biharmonic Airy function 0;(/0j` is related to 0~O/02, where 
dt~ 
---Y-~ = r ~- l(ln r)G(O, 4) + r ~- l ~ G(O, 4). 
O j` CA 
(45) 
Also expressions (9) and (10) yield 
OF(k, O) 
04 
- -  = Ob~ cos(2 + 1)0 - Ob~ sin(2 + 1)0 + Ob3 cos(2 - 1)0 - Ob4 sin(2 - 1)0 (46) 
and 
OG(J`, 0__.._~) = 4b3[(j` - 1) -2 cos(2 - 1)0 + (~. - 1)-10 sin(J. - 1)0] 
0j` 
+ 4b4[-(2 - 1 )  -2  sin(2 - 1)0 + (4 - 1)-10 cos(2 - 1)0]. (47) 
Substitute xpressions (44)-(47) into equations (1)-(5) and refer to expressions (15)-(17) to obtain, 
for 1 ~<i ~<N, 
¢; = r ~- l(ln r)Wbt + r ~- l ~ (Wbi) (48) 
and 
2/ziUi = ra(ln r)Vibi + r a- i d-~ (Wb~). (49) 
Expressions (48) and (49) give the logarithmic behavior of stresses and displacements in the vicinity 
of the vertex. However, since they are the eigenfunctions for the composite material wedge problem, 
they need to satisfy the interface and boundary conditions (18)-(25). 
Applying expressions (48) and (49) to expressions (18)-(25), and proceeding as in the derivation 
of expression (26), we obtain 
r~(ln r)S(J`)C(2) + r ~ d-~ [S(2)C(A)] = 0. (50) 
Since expression (50) is true for any r >/0, it follows that 
{ S(~)ds~2C(J` ) = 0 (51) 
de(j`) = 0. (52) C(j` ) + S(J`) d--T- 
Expressions (51) and (52) are the conditions for the existence of a logarithmic eigenfunction. 
Note I 
Condition (52) is not a derivative of equation (51). Since equation (51) holds only at discret~ 
points, the function S(2)C(2) does not vanish in an interval, so condition (52) is not automaticall] 
satisfied when equation (51) is satisfied. 
Note 2 
Equation (51) is same as expression (26), so the eigenvalue for the logarithmic eigenfunction wil 
be the eigenvaluc for the eigcnfunctions in expressions (15) and (16) which contain no logarithmi( 
term. We can use the eigenequation DN(J`) ---- 0 in Section 3 to find a root satisfying equation (51 
and then check the condition (52). We cannot directly use ~(j`) to substitute for S(J`) in condition (52 
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because there were row operations which transformed S(;[) to S(;[). These operations are not 
valid to transform dS/d;[(;[). If we only need to know the rate of divergence of the singularity at 
the corner, it is not meaningful in practice to find the logarithmic singularity. The eigenvalue ;[, 
is the same for the logarithmic eigenfunction and the one in expressions (15) and (16). Also 
0(r a) ~< 0(r~ In r)~< 0(r ~-') as r--* 0, where E is an arbitrary small positive number. In practice ;[ 
cannot be computed precisely so the logarithmic behavior is not meaningful. 
Rapidly developing computer technology applied to elasticity and fracture mechanics (e.g. the 
p-version of the finite element method (FEM) and post processing of FEM requires explicit 
knowledge of all eigenfunctions. 
In the following part of this section, we describe how to compute the eigenfunctions correspond- 
ing to each eigenvalue numerically. 
For the forms (15) and (16) for the eigenfunction, the computation is straightforward. Substitute 
the eigenvalue ;[ into S(;[) in the equation S(;[)b(;[) = 0. Solve the resulting singular system of linear 
equations to obtain the eigenvector C(;[). Substitute b; and expressions (13), (17) into expression 
(15) and (16) to obtain the eigenfunction U and a. Note that 
C(;[) ~ [b~, b2 T..... brN] T. (53) 
For an eigenfunction of logarithmic form, we obtain the eigenvalue from the same eigenequation 
as for form above, and we obtain the eigenvcctor C(;[) similarly. Since we know the explicit form 
of S(;[) we can compute dS(;[)/d;[. We then use the eigenvector C(;[) to solve for dC(;[)/d;[ in 
equation (52). But S(;[) is a singular matrix so the solution for dC(;[)/d;[ is not unique. However, 
any solution C' of equation (52) has form dC(;[)/d;[ + eC(;[), where e is any complex number. We 
note that since C' and the quantities 
dW a 1 db; 
ai = r ~- I(ln r)W, bi + r a -t ~ bj + r - W~-  (54) 
l dV; a I dhi 
2~u,U; = r~(ln r) V/b, + r ~ - ~-  b i + r - V i ~-~ (55) 
from expressions (48) and (49) depend linearly on db;/d;[, ~tr~-~Wb; and ct;[aV;b; are also 
eigenfunctions by expressions (15) and (16), so we do not need to know the db~/d;[ exactly in 
condition (54). Any C' = [b'~ T, b~ r . . . . .  b~vl] T which is a solution of equation (52) can be used as 
db;/d;[ in expressions (54) and (55) and we still obtain a logarithmic eigenfunction for the problem. 
We now reformulate xpressions (15), (16), (54) and (55) to be more suitable for direct computer 
implementation. 
First rewrite expressions (15) and (16) as 
a; = r a- 'M(b,)~ (0) (56) 
and 
U, = r ~L (b;)@ (0), (57) 
where 
• (o) -- 
cos(;[ + 1)0 
sin(;[ + 1)0 
cos(;[ - 1)0 
sin(), - 1)0 
- ;[(;[ + 1)blj, 
M(b3 ~-- ;[(;[ + l)b2.;, 
;[(;[ + 1)b2.~, 
;[(;[ + l)b2j, 
;[(;[ + 1)bl.i, 
- -  ; [ ( ; [  + 1)b l , i ,  
- -  ; [ ( ; [  - -  1)b3, i ,  
;[(;[ + 1)b4.i, 
;[(3 - ;[)b4.,, 
~(~ - 1 )b , ,q  
2(2 + / 
; [ (3  - ;[)b3.,J 
CA.M.W.A. 14/6--C 
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and 
1 F--(2 + 1)bl i, 
L 0,,) a ~ I_- (2 + 1)b~,, 
For the logarithmic eigenfunction, rewrite expressions (54) and (55) as 
o~ = r ~-  l[(ln r)M(bt) + M'(b~) + M(b~)]~(0) 
U~ = r ~[(ln r)L (b3 + L'(b,) + L (b;)]~ (0), 
where 
(2 + 1)b2,,, [ - -  (2 -- 1) - -  4(1 -- p~)]b3.,, [(2 - 1 )+4(1  - p~)]b, ,q 
- (2 + 1)b~,~, [-(2 + 1)+4(1-p,)]b4,,, [-(2 + 1)44(1-p,)]b31,J" 
(58)  
(59) 
I---(22 + l)bL,, (22 + l)b2,. - (22  - l)b3,,, (22 - 1)b4,] 
M'(b,) -~ ] (22 + 1)b2.~. (22 + 1)b,,. (22 + 1)b4,. (22 + l)b3'i] 
L-(22 + 1)bE, i - (22  + 1)b,,. (3 - -  22)b4.i, (3 -- 22)b31,J 
I 2(2 + 1)b2,~, 2(2 + l)b~,~, 2(2 - 1)b4,,, 2(2 - 1)b3 ~] 
+ 2(2 + l)b~,. -2 (2  + 1)bE,,, 2(2 + 1)b3.,, -2 (2  + 1)b4',| 
-2 (2  + 1)bl,. 2(2 + l)b:,. 2(3 - 2)b3.,, -2 (3 -  2)b41,J 
.0 
and 
L'(b,)  ~- ~ 'L - -  a2.,. - a..,, - a..,, - a3.,_l 
+ 0 F 0. + 1)b2a, 
-~" L -(2 + 1)b,,,, 
(2 + 1)b,.,, [(2 - 1) + 4(1 - p,)]b4.i, 
(2 + 1)b2.,, [ - (2  + 1)+4(1 -p,)]b3.,.  
[(2 -- l) + 4(1 -- p,)]b 3 ' l  
[(2 + l ) -  4(1 p,)]b,i d" 
The eigenfunctions (56)-(59) are complex functions. We only use the real part because the 
boundary condition in the circumferential direction are real. Denote 2 ~- x + iy. We write the real 
eigenfunction a as 
o i  = Re  [r  ~-  IM(b i )~(0) ]  
= Re M~,) .  [r x- l cos(y In r). Re ~ (0) - r x- 1 sin(y In r)- Im ~(0)] 
- Im M~l)" [r x- i cos(y In r). Im ~(0)  + r ~- t sin(y In r). Re ~(0)], (60) 
where 
Re ¢(0)  & 
I cos(x + 1)0-cosh yO 
sin(x + 1)0. cosh yO 
cos(x - 1)0. cosh yO 
sin(x 1)0. cosh yO 
Im ~(0)  = 
- sin(x + 1)0. sinh yO 7 
cos(x + 1)0. sinh yO | 
- sin(x - 1)0. sinh yO | " 
cos(x - 1)0. sinh yO .1 
Similarly, we use real eigenfunctions for Ui and for the logarithmic eigenfunctions a; and Ui. We 
omit the details here, they are given in the E_FUNCTS program in Ying [17]. 
In theory, by repeated ifferentiation with respect o 2 for Z, stresses containing higher powers 
of In r are possible. Since such stresses have not been found to occur in the elasticity problem to 
date, Dempsey and Sinclair [8], we have not included them here. 
5. NUMERICAL  SOLUTION FOR THE E IGENVALUE 
AND THE E IGENFUNCTION 
Since displacements are bounded and the stress is not zero, a root 2 of the eigenequation i
Section 3 has physical meaning only if Re 2 >t 0 and 2 # 0. In practical problems the eigenvalue 
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with smallest positive real part or set of eigenvalues with smallest positive real parts are of 
importance. Most of the solvers currently available use iteration and cannot compute these 
eigenvalues reliably. Some eigenvalues with small positive real part may be omitted when using 
these solvers. We have developed a simple reliable solver in Ying and Katz [15], which 
automatically finds all the roots of the eigenequation in a given bounded omain. For any given 
positive real number x0, pre-processing based on the algorithm in Ying and Katz [15] automatically 
computes a positive number Y0 such that the imaginary parts of all the roots are bounded by Y0 
while their real parts are non-negative and less than Xo. Thus, the algorithm gives a bounded 
domain which contains all eigenvalues with real part non-negative and less than x0, for any x0. Since 
DN(2) = DN(A), if 2 is a zero of DN(;~) SO is 4. Thus we only consider eigenvalues in first quadrant 
of the complex domain. The Program E_VALUES automatically returns ome very small rectangle 
domain with a uniform vector adius (to within any prespecified accuracy E) which contain all those 
roots which real parts are between x00 and x0, 0 < x00 < Xo. E_VALUES uses as inputs various 
parameters, boundary conditions, c x00 and xo, and is applicable to the uni-, bi-, tri-material open 
wedge problem and to the bi-material closed wedge problem. The program E_VALUES is 
described by Ying [17] and the principles underlying the exclusion method used are described by 
Ying and Katz [15]. 
In Section 4, we described how to find the eigenfunction associated with a given eigenvalue in
a mathematical way. We still need to consider the numerical solution of the singular linear 
equations S().)C = 0 and S(2)C' = -d/d2 S().)C. A subroutine SIGSOLVER is used to solve these 
equations. The algorithm in SIGSOLVER is based on Gaussian elimination. It solves the singular 
linear equations and returns all linearly independent solutions and their number. Because of 
rounding errors and errors in the computed eigenvalue, we need a tolerance to determine when 
a row is zero in the elimination process. We denote this tolerance by ZERO. ZERO will not affect 
the accuracy of solutions, but it will control the number of computed vectors to be returned as 
solutions. The tolerance ZERO is required to assure that only the solutions and all the solutions 
are returned. Unfortunately, the matrix S(2) is very complicated. ZERO depends on parameters 
in S(2) and on the accuracy of ). itself. In a general program we cannot predict in advance the 
influence of the input parameters and of the accuracy of ~ on ZERO. So it is impractical to preset 
a fixed ZERO for all cases or to input ZERO in each case. We use additional information, the 
order of eigenvalue, to adjust ZERO adaptively. We solve the equation S(,~)C = 0 first. Each 
eigenvalue, has at least one eigenvector corresponding to it. If no solution is returned, the program 
increases ZERO to loosen the tolerance in order to return a solution. If the number of vectors 
returned is greater than the order of eigenvalue, the program decreases and tightens the tolerance 
ZERO. These adjustments proceed until the number of solutions is between 1 and the order of 
the eigenvalue. According to Dempsey and Sinclair [8], a necessary condition for the existence of 
a logarithmic eigenfunction is d4N-mDN(,~)/d24N-m = 0, where DN(;~)= 0 is the N-material eigen- 
equation, m is the rank of S(2). Therefore, there is no logarithmic eigenfunction if the number of 
eigenvectors is equal to the order of eigenvalue. Otherwise there may be a logarithmic eigen- 
function. In the latter case we use the tolerance ZERO which was determined previously to solve 
the singular equations S(,~)C' = -d/d2 S(~.)C. The program returns logarithmic eigenfunctions if 
the singular equations have a solution. Program E_FUNCTS implements he above ideas and is 
found in Ying [17]. 
Practical experience has shown that usually eigenvalues are of order 1 and sometimes are of order 
2. For these cases the order is easily determined by the output of E_VALUES. Program 
E_FUNCTS runs very well for eigenvalues of order ~< 2. If one needs to know the exact order of 
a higher order eigenvalue, the algorithm in Ying and Katz [16] can be used. 
The following numerical example, a tri-material wedge, is taken directly from the output of the 
program E_VALUES and E_FUNCTS. Other examples are given in Ying [17]. 
Example 1 
This is the output file of E_VALUES for a 3-material open wedge plane stress problem: 
Q(1) = 90.000 degrees E(1)=19000.000 NU(1)=0.200 
Q(2)=180.000 degrees E(2)=29000.000 NU(2)=0.300 
X. YING and I. N. KATZ 
Q(3) = 270.000 degrees E(3) = 21000.000 NU(3) =0.250 
Side 0 is free Side N is clamped 
The lower bound for the real parts of the roots XO0 = 0.000 
The upper bound for the real parts of the roots XO = 3.000 
OUTPUT 
The upper bound for the imaginary parts of the roots is: 0.87500 
For accuracy: 0.00010 
The vector radius for a possible zone is: 0.000046. 0.000053 
The elapsed time for the root finding is: 21.80 seconds 
The number of exclusion tests is: 1672 
Z=0.3396149 
Z=0.9208832 
Z=1.1212921 
Z=1.5304413 
Z=1.9463654 
Z=1.9462738 
Z=2.6454620 
0.0758896 
0.0000534 
0.0000534 
0.0000534 
0.1529007 
0.1529007 
0.0942612 
qD(Z) I = 0.5694720E-03 
I D(Z) I = 0.1116930E-02 
I D(Z) I = 0.1025815E-02 
I D(Z) I = 0.1348239E-02 
I D(Z) I = 0.1286261 E-02 
ID(Z) I = 0.2057720E-02 
L D(Z) I = 0.1039298E-02 
dD (Z)/dZl = 17.28011 
dD (Z)/dZl = 19.17112 
dD(Z)/dZl = 17.50928 
dD(Z)/dZl = 24.61848 
d D (Z)/dZl = 32.42471 
dD (Z)/dZI = 32.41852 
d D (Z)/dZl = 27.54478 
Note: There are 6 roots in the given domain. 
For eigenvalu¢ ), = 0.3396149 +0.0758896i, we have the following example. 
Example 2 
This is the output file of E_FUNCTS for a 3-material plane stress open wedge problem: 
Boundary condition: edge-0 is free and edge-3 is clamped 
Eigenvalue lambda =0.33961490 0.07588960 order of lambda = 1 
Singular error tolerance: ZERO = 0.5000E-04 
Q(1)= 90.000 E(1)=19000.00 NU(1)=0.200 
Q(2) = 180.000 E(2) = 29000.00 NU(2) = 0.300 
Q(3)=270.000 E(3)=21000.00 NU(3)=0.250 
The ¢igenfunction for stresses have the form: 
C1 , (R** (X -  1 ),COS(Y,LN (R)),COS((X + 1 ),Q),COSH (Y,Q) 
+ R**(X-  1 ),SIN (Y,LN (R)),SIN ((X + 1 ) ,Q) ,S INH (Y,Q)) 
+ C2, (R**(X-  1 ),COS(Y,LN (R)),SIN ((X + 1 ),Q),SINH (Y,Q) 
- R**(X - 1 ),SIN (Y, LN (R)),COS((X + 1 ),Q),COSH (Y,Q)) 
+ C3,(R** (X -  1 ),COS(Y,LN (R)),SIN ((X + 1 ),Q),COSH (Y,Q) 
- R**(X-  1 ),SIN (Y,LN (R)),COS((X + 1 ),Q),SINH (Y,Q)) 
- C4, (R** (X -  1 ),COS(Y,LN (R)),COS((X + 1 ),Q),SINH (Y,Q) 
+ R**(X-  1 ) ,SIN(Y, LN (R)),SIN((X + 1 ),Q),COSH(Y,Q)) 
+ CS,(R**(X-  1 ),COS(Y, LN (R)) ,COS((X-  1 ),Q),COSH (Y,Q) 
+ R**(X-  1 ) ,SIN(Y,LN (R) ) ,S IN( (X -  1 ) ,Q) ,S IN H (Y,Q)) 
+ C6,(R** (X - 1 ),COS(Y, LN (R)),SIN ((X - 1 ),Q),SIN H (Y,Q) 
- R**(X-  1 ),SIN (Y, LN (R)) ,COS((X-  1 ),Q),COSH (Y,Q)) 
+ C7, (R** (X -  1 ),COS(Y,LN (R)),SIN ( (X -  1 ),Q),COSH (Y,Q) 
- R**(X-  1 ) ,SIN(Y,  LN(R)),COS((X- 1 ),O),SINH (Y,Q)) 
- C8, (R**(X-  1 ),COS(Y, LN (R)) ,COS((X-  1 ),Q),SINH (Y,Q) 
+ R**(X-  1 ),SIN (Y,LN (R)),SIN (X -  1 ),Q),COSH (Y,Q)) 
Where X= 0.33961 Y = 0.07589 
In wedge 1 
For stress TAU: 
C1=-0 .01725 C2= 0.11587 C3--0.29533 C4=0.09844 
C5= 0.01725 C6=-0.11587 C7=0.15247 C8=0.02316 
Calculation of stress ingularities in the plane elasticity of a wedge 457 
For stress SIGMA-THETA: 
C1 = 0.29533 
C5= -0 .29533 
For  st~ss SIGMA-R: 
C1 = -0 .29533 
C5 = -0 .60028 
C2= 0,09844 C3=0.01725 C4=-0 .11587 
C6= -0 .09844 C7=0.07411 C8 = -0 .22455 
C2= -0 .09844 C3 = -0 .01725 C4 = 0.11587 
C6= -0 .14476 C7 = 0.10860 C8= -0 .45629 
In wedge 2 
For stress TAU: 
C1 = - 0 .08524 
C5 = - 0.00715 
For stress S I G MA-T  H ETA: 
C1 = 0.33073 
C5 = - 0.44919 
For stress SIGMA-R: 
C1 = - 0.33073 
C5 = - 0.90927 
C2 = 0.16277 C3=0.33073 C4=0.15416 
C6 = - 0.17507 C7 = 0.23004 C8 = 0.02434 
C2= 0.1 5416 C3=0.08524 C4=-0 .16277 
C6 = - 0.1 2744 C7 = 0.04592 C8 = - 0.35068 
C2=-0 .15416 C3=-0 .08524 C4= 0.16277 
C6=-0 .17612 C7= 0.03163 C8=-0 .70081 
In wedge .3 
For stress TAU: 
C1 = - 0 .02733 
C5= 0.01464 
For stress S I G MA-TH ETA: 
C1 = 0.31448 
C5 = - 0.36252 
For stress SIGMA-R: 
C2= 0.18746 C3=0.31448 C4=0.13419 
C6 = - 0.14591 C7 = 0.18927 C8 = 0.04062 
C2= 0.13419 C3=0.02733 
C6 = - 0.14581 C7 = 0.07923 
C4 = - O. 18746 
C8 = - 0.28519 
C1=-0 .31448 C2=-0 .13419 C3=-0 .02733 
C5=-0 .74106 C6=-0 .22705 C7= 0.10851 
The eigenfunction for displacements have the form: 
C1 , (R**X ,  COS(Y,LN (R)) ,COS((X + 1 ) ,Q) ,COSH (Y,O) 
+ R**X,S IN(Y ,  LN (R) ) ,S IN( (X  + 1 ) ,Q) ,S INH (Y,Q)) 
+ C2 , (R**X ,COS(Y ,  LN (R)) ,S IN ((X + 1 ) ,Q) ,S INH(Y ,O)  
- R**X,S IN(Y ,  LN(R) ) ,COS((X  + 1 ) ,Q) ,COSH (Y,Q)) 
+ C3 , (R**X ,COS(Y ,LN (R)) ,S IN ((X + 1 ) ,Q) ,COSH (Y,Q) 
- R**X,SIN (Y, LN(R) ) ,COS((X  + 1 ) ,Q) ,S INH (Y,Q)) 
- C4 , (R**X ,COS(Y ,  LN (R)) ,COS((X + 1 ) ,Q) ,S INH (Y,Q) 
+ R**X,SIN (Y, LN(R)),SIN ((X + 1 ),Q),COSH (Y,Q)) 
+ C5, ( R**X,COS (Y, LN (R) ) ,COS ( (X - 1 ) ,Q) ,COS H (Y,Q) 
+ R**X,SIN (Y, LN (R)) ,S IN ((X - 1 ) ,Q) ,S INH (Y,Q)) 
+ C6,(R**X,COS(Y, LN (R)),SIN ( (X -  1 ) ,Q) ,S INH(Y,Q) 
- R**X ,S IN(Y ,LN(R) ) ,COS( (X -  1 ) ,Q) ,COSH (Y,Q)) 
+ C7 , (R**X ,COS(Y ,  LN (R)) ,S IN ( (X -  1 ) ,Q) ,COSH (Y,Q) 
- R**X,SIN (Y, LN (R) ) ,COS( (X -  1 ) ,Q) ,S INH (Y,Q)) 
- C8 , (R**X ,COS(Y ,LN (R) ) ,COS( (X -  1 ) ,Q) ,S IN  H (Y,Q) 
+ R**X,SIN (Y, LN (R)) ,S IN ( (X -  1 ) ,Q) ,COSH (Y,Q)) 
Where X= 0.33961 Y = 0.07589 
C4= 0.18746 
C8 = - 0.57701 
X. YING and I. N. KATZ 
In wedge I 
For  d isp lacement  U-THETA:  
C1 = 0.02424 C2= 0.33576 C3= 0.88993 C4= 0.09100 
C5=-0.09569 C6= 1.35080 C7=-1.77796 C8=-0.13126 
For displacement U-R: 
C1=-0,88993 C2=-0.09100 C3= 0.02424 C4= 0.33576 
C5=-1.33016 C6=-0.00966 C7= 0.00433 C8=-1.01039 
In wedge 2 
For displacement U-TH ETA: 
C1=-0.09727 C2= 0.36192 C3= 0.72690 C4= 0.1 5975 
C5= 0.14894 C6= 1.29125 C7=-1.71519 C8=-0.05386 
For displacement U-R: 
C1=-0.72690 C2=-0.15975 C3=-0.09727 C4= 0.36192 
C5=-1.23309 C6= 0.05386 C7=-0.17646 C8=-0.91809 
In wedge 3 
For  d isp lacement  U-TH ETA: 
C1= 0.03849 C2= 0.51163 C3= 0.91047 C4= 0.16895 
C5=-0.03708 C6= 1.51753 C7=-1.98542 C8=-0.27140 
For displacement U-R: 
C1=-0.91047 C2=-0.16895 C3= 0.03849 C4-- 0.51163 
C5=-1.46538 C6=-0.09569 C7=-0.05139 C8=-1.11123 
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